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Think about every major music event in the
world and the DJs that play these events. How
many females come to mind That s exactly
what Nodiggity s Nickita and ordan are trying
to change. With successes like being selected
as part of the 2018 Design Indaba emerging
creatives class, and opportunities to share the
booth with notable local queer artists Angel-Ho
and Queezy, this pair is well on their way!

What are some of your best childhood
memories and how do you think
they shaped who you are and the
work you produce?

BIO BOX
Names Jordan van der Westhuizen, Nickita Maesela
Birthdays Jordan: 10 March 1994, Nickita: 5 January 1994
Home town Cape Town
Nodiggity in three words For the love!
Can’t leave home without Jordan: My speakers, Nickita: Labello Macadamia-Vanilla balm
Fave phrases ordan: Take me to Wakanda , Nickita: ou better do the most
Pet peeves Jordan: A lack of empathy, Nickita: Rude people

FOLLOW THEM
nodiggity1995

@jordsvdw @nickymaesela

Nodiggity

Nodiggity_1995
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N: My parents were always blasting music
from greats like Aretha Franklin, Ringo and Bill
Withers. They allowed me the freedom to be
my weirdest, most eccentric self. This definitely
prompted my inclination towards creativity
and performance.
J: Being around my cousins. They taught me
valuable lessons about friendship, loyalty, life
and laughter. I was always the strange cousin
who couldn t be confined or defined by societal
norms. This helped shape me into someone
who doesn t ust accept the blueprint of how
things are supposed to be. t s given me the
power to create the reality I am destined for.

Creative duo Nodigitty are bagging major respect for their sick style and
dope beats, and are tackling under-representation in SA’s nightlife scene
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Let’s talk about Nodiggity’s journey
thus far: Where did it all begin and
what have been some of the highlights
of your careers?

N: I felt that there was a lot of underrepresentation within Cape Town s nightlife scene.
From there, thought: f not me, who f not now,
when Nodiggity has since became a lit femme
duo that curates spaces through sounds, visuals
and love. The evolution of our sound from when
we began to now, as well as being able to disrupt
spaces from behind the DJ booth, have been
some of the biggest highlights for me.
J: This year marks the second year of our success
and rise within the entertainment industry. It still
feels surreal, especially realising the amount of
power and responsibility we are gaining with every
step we take. A truly defining moment was when

we exhibited as part of Design ndaba s merging
Creatives class of 2018. It solidified our belief in
ourselves and helped us to realise that there is
no goal too big for us to attain.

Where does the inspiration for your work
come from?
N: A growing desire to create more spaces for
people who are not being catered for in the social
and creative scene, and a deep-rooted hunger to
deconstruct and rebuild already existing spaces
that, in reality, are mainly for cishet masculinities.
J: am fuelled by my experiences from the past
and driven by the ability to construct any future
I desire. Life will naturally inspire those who are
brave enough to live it to the fullest.
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In the pursuit of
happiness, Jaden Smith
has taken a step back
from acting and put his
fashion foot forward. In
2015, Jaden launched
MSFTSrep, a clothing
line that soon became
a lifestyle brand, with
many projects in the
works. Riding on the
coat-tails of his famous
mom and dad is clearly
no longer enough for the
young entrepreneur, and
he is branching out into
the global space. In 2016,
he launched JUST water,
a business venture in
which he bottles natural
spring water that is,
according to the website
responsibly sourced,
produced and packaged
for improved environmental and community
impact. t s also bottled
in paper and plant-based
plastic. When it comes
to aden, he s no longer
looking for fame, but at
the bigger picture.

N: The way Jordan navigates this world through
pure intent, love and kindness inspires me.
t s rare to engage with energies like that.
We use Nodiggity as a medium to promote
these same qualities.
J: Nickita has the greatest sense of humour
that ve ever encountered. The way she blends
responsibility and the ability to not take life and
its motions too seriously, adds such a fresh and
needed perspective to our brand, our relationship
as a duo, and the ethos we share.

Where do you see yourself and your
brand in the future?

N: Creating more spaces for femmes, queers and
POCs. Growing together, inspiring one another
and making waves that are game-changing. Also
travelling and taking the Nodiggity experience
national and international.

If you could perform or have your work
featured anywhere in the world, where
would it be?

N: The Solomon R Guggenheim Museum in
New York, as part of a rotating art installation.
J: Rihanna s pool deck while she sips mimosas
on a floatie.
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Fenty Beauty by Rihanna
was launched last year in
September, and we re all
here for it. Finally, instead
of darker-skinned women
having to pick between
foundations named after
nuts and spices (really?),
and not finding their skin
tone, and lighter-skinned
ladies choosing between
nudes that are all completely
different shades, RiRi has
simply numbered her
foundations. No muss,
no fuss, and we love it!
Women in the US got the
right to vote in 1 20, but it s
taken almost 100 years to
realise that Harlot Red
looks different on different
skin tones. Ladies and
gentlemen, Rihanna has
done it, and the crowd
is going wild. Fenty
acknowledges that, for
many, make-up can be
the weapon of choice for
self-expression, but after
years of using the best of
the best that the industry
can offer, Rihanna says:
was still seeing a void in
the industry for products
that performed across
all skin types and tones.
Fenty strives for inclusivity,
and in this day and age,
that s a mission statement
we can get behind. The fact
that it leaves us looking
bomb is besides the point.

GIGI HADID

oung, beautiful, and one of the world s most sought-after supermodels, there s not much
that igi doesn t seem to have going for her, right But wait there s more. She s not ust
another pretty face this 23-year-old is also a designer, and in 2017 she announced that
she would be doing a collaboration with ogue yewear. es, ogue Her capsule collection
meant that fans could now channel the fierce runway star as they strutted their stuff on their
local streets. But this wasn t igi s first rodeo. She has been partnered with Tommy Hilfiger
since 2016 in a collaboration called Tommy x igi, which, more often than not, sold out
before the runway show had ended. This past February was the final collection of the
collab, but igi has on the whole been pleased by the outcome. wanted it to be something that when people look at it, they know was the one who designed it, and that it s
something would genuinely wear, she explains. Well, we know this is true, because
igi can often be seen sporting Tommy x igi in the streets. Beauty and creative talent
igi s on top of the world and sitting pretty.
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Kylie Jenner sits on
a business empire
worth millions.
Her secret? Social
media domination
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WE LIKE THE WAY
THEY WORK IT

THESE CELEBS ARE
MAKING IT EASIER FOR
THE WORLD TO BE AS
DOPE AS THEY ARE

GOOD LOOKS

HER INFLUENCE

Kylie has more than 107 million
Instagram followers, and is the
record holder for the most liked
photo on Instagram ever! After
posting a pic of her newborn
baby girl, Stormi Webster, she
racked up more than 14 million
likes in just one day – breaking
Beyonc s record of 11.2 million
likes when she announced her
pregnancy last year.
n 2015, ylie was the most
viewed person on Snapchat.
Her influence is so massive
that when she wrote one
negative tweet about Snapchat
earlier this year, the app s value
dropped by around 1.3 billion.
Sooo does anyone else not
open Snapchat anymore? Or is
it just me … ugh this is so sad,
she tweeted.
But that s exactly why people
love her on social media, says
Khangi Dziba, senior brand
architect at DNA Brand Architects
in oburg. ylie understands
her followers and gives them
exactly what they want, while
also remaining true to herself
and telling her story in her
own way.
On any given day, Kylie
will post several photos

fashion

round-up
CELEB STUFF

BOSS
LADY
Fashion fit for trailblazers
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celeb
When the reality show
Keeping Up With the
Kardashians began
in 2007, the youngest
member of the family,
Kylie Jenner, was just
nine. Today, at 20, she’s
on track to becoming a
billionaire by 2022, largely
due to the massive media
following she’s built.
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Social Media: 62 162 Facebook Likes

ClubX is a monthly magazine geared at the young people of SA.
The content and imagery is edgy, on-trend and speaks to the
youth in their language. Packed with fashion, beauty, celeb stories
and lifestyle topics as well as being loaded with great prizes and
subscriber benefits, this is one mag that really does have it all.
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